
the most efficient reliable home heating and water
heating combination available on the market today!Introducing

The Patented  Heater stainless steel 92% AFUE high efficiency modulating system combined with

 Indirect Water Heater will provide your customers with comfortable, reliable heat and abundance of Hot

Water. Efficiency doesn’t have to equal high cost! Start saving up to 30%–50% off of your utility bills when replacing your old

heating and hot water system!  and   are constructed of high grade stainless steel.

Both systems are backed by the industry’s best warranty protection.

The future of Heating and Water Heating has arrived!

Comfortable
Living
Never Cost
So Little!

92%
AFUE



Serviceability
Munchkin and Super Stor Ultra require no more
additional service than conventional types of equipment.
The controller is equipped with LED indicators to easily
determine any problem with the system.

Warranty Protection Plan
Munchkin is protected by 12 year limited warranty and
the Super Stor Ultra is covered by a lifetime warranty
against leaks.

How it operates:
When the room thermostat or the
Super Stor Ultra Indirect Water
Heater calls for Hot Water, the
Munchkin control board will start
the pump and start to monitor the
return water temperature of the
system before the burner is
energized to provide the heat to
the rooms or Super Stor Ultra
Indirect Water Heater. Once the
system has sensed a drop in the
system settings it will energize the
burner and begin to heat the
water as it flows through the
Munchkin Heater. The Munchkin
Controller will now start to monitor
the system and begin to modulate
the fan to control the amount of
energy needed. The Honeywell
Gas Valve provides a one to one ratio of precisely measured air volume to maintain clean combustion as the fan
reacts to the system’s needs. This keeps the Munchkin and Super Stor Ultra Indirect Water Heater running at the
highest efficiency. This saves you money and prevents the system from cycling on and off when there is a minimal
heat or hot water requirement. The Munchkin heater is so efficient it vents in plastic pipe!

How it operates:

Serviceability Warranty Protection Plan

ULTRA First First
Model Draw First Hour Ratings 65º at 115º Draw First Hour Ratings 90º at 140º
Number 115º Munchkin Model Numbers 140º Munchkin Model Numbers

w/Anti-
scald
mixing
valve 80M 140M 199M 80M 140M 199M

SSU-30LB 35 150 225 231 24 123 181 184

SSU-30 32 148 222 222 22 120 177 177

SSU-45 50 159 253 308 35 131 204 247

SSU-60 68 169 263 356 47 141 214 286

SSU-80 92 183 277 370 63 155 228 300

SSU-119 138 211 305 398 94 183 256 328

Performance Ratings of the Super-Stor ULTRA with the MUNCHKIN

Ratings based on Standard test Method 50˚
Inlet Water, 140˚ Outlet Water, 90˚ Rise

Ratings based on Standard test Method 50˚
Inlet Water, 115˚ Outlet Water, 65˚ Rise

First draw is the useable storage of the SuperStor Ultra without any energy input. This is based on stored temperature of 140º. The use of an
anti-scald mixing valve is required to prevent scalding.
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